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LITCE shares available for LITCE auction 

Lithium Australia NL (ASX: LIT) (‘the Company’) advises ASX that a further 608,464 

partly paid shares paid to $0.0101 and unpaid $0.0499 in the capital of the Company 

(‘LITCF’) have transitioned from LITCE partly paid shares due to the payment of the 

$0.01 call per LITCE. 

The Company is pleased to advise that several LITCE shareholders applied for 608,464 

LITCF partly paid shares, now amounting to 36,238,765 LITCF.  Statements will be 

issued shortly to these newly designated LITCF partly paid shareholders who can trade 

under the symbol LITCF.   

There remains a total of 135,675,026 LITCE partly paid shares that have been forfeited 

and returned to the Company; initially to be auctioned and then dealt with by directors 

pursuant to the Company’s constitution. 

The LITCE partly paid shares paid to $0.0001 and unpaid $0.0599 (LITCE) have been 

de-listed, now forfeited, and will be available at the public auction on Monday 11 May 

2020 and login details are available below and in the release made earlier today.  

Login details:  

Join Lithium Australia auction using Microsoft Teams Meeting 

Please contact Barry Woodhouse if you have any questions in regard to the LITCE or 

LITCF partly paid shares. 

Authorised for release by the Board. 

Barry Woodhouse     Adrian Griffin 

CFO and Company Secretary   Managing Director  

Mobile +61 (0) 438 674 259    Mobile +61 (0) 418 927 658 

Barry.Woodhouse@lithium-au.com  Adrian.Griffin@lithium-au.com 

About Lithium Australia NL  

Lithium Australia aims to ensure an ethical, sustainable and efficient supply of energy 

metals to the battery industry (enhancing energy security in the process) by creating a 

circular battery economy. The recycling of old lithium-ion batteries to new is intrinsic to 

this plan. While rationalising its portfolio of lithium projects/alliances, the Company 

continues with R&D on its proprietary extraction processes for the conversion of all 

lithium silicates (including mine waste), and of unused fines from spodumene 

processing, to lithium chemicals. From those chemicals, Lithium Australia plans to 

produce advanced components for the battery industry globally, and for stationary 

energy-storage systems within Australia. By uniting resources and innovation, the 

Company seeks to vertically integrate lithium extraction, processing and recycling. 

http://lithium-au.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/08052020-LITCE-auction-details-update.pdf
https://hes32-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2fteams.microsoft.com%2fl%2fmeetup%2djoin%2f19%253ad861e0b64c7c496f910e105ed80807b7%2540thread.tacv2%2f1588909513079%3fcontext%3d%257b%2522Tid%2522%253a%25226e0f3d74%2d7255%2d4640%2daea2%2d105932691c9b%2522%252c%2522Oid%2522%253a%2522482a5b5f%2d733f%2d4f2a%2d8bc0%2d3ff198c645db%2522%257d&umid=bf0b1c3a-bbe0-4fbc-9280-e351c634f47f&auth=0156a2cc9828c56db342f23f8b274feb05fdbed7-5f6865e9a8db92eeb6b07d9d558ff83dab11db0a
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